Puesto de trabajo: ELECTRICISTA DE GRÚAS (Ref. 55716352)
Nº de puestos: 1
Lugar: BÉLGICA (ANTWERPEN)
Fecha: 2/3/2017
ADECCO INTERNATIONAL MOBILITY de Bélgica busca un o una ELECTRICISTA DE GRÚAS para
su cliente. Our client is responsible for the shipment every day for thousands of containers easy on
their way to their destination. With full knowledge of the facts, but also with strong team work
throughout the various departments. One of these departments is the technical service, they are
daily in for operating the container cranes & straddle carriers (SC). This PLC-driven electric cranes
are the essential link when loading and unloading the container ships.
Perfil del candidato:









Nacionalidad de un país de la Unión Europea.
You have a bachelor degree in mechanics , electrical- mechanics, electronics , domotica or equal by
experience.
You have experience / interest in automation, electro-mechanics , electricity , electronics, etc.
You can cope well with PLC (Siemens S5/S7-300) for error analysis, frequency controllers,
electric motors and sensors
Wide knowledge of PLC (siemens S5 & S7) is a plus
You have no fear of heights, Portal cranes have a height of over 100 m!
You speak fluently English
Own car / transport (workplace can only be reached by car).

Funciones: As a crane electrician, you are part of the intervention team and you're responsible for:






The repair and preventive maintenance of the cranes.
The small adjustments to the steerings.
Regularly measuring out of the safeties and the emergency stop systems.
The maintenance of the electric motors and replacing the pieces of the drives or the frequency
controls.
The hydraulic and mechanical maintenance of the spreaders.

Condiciones laborales:




Contrato temporal con vistas a indefinido.
Salary starts at 14 euro/h gross
Shift premium, extra bonus, extra-legal advantages, Additional courses
Interested candidates please send CV to international.mobility@adecco.be
Dispone de información para redactar su CV en:

https://www.sepe.es/contenidos/personas/encontrar_empleo/encontrar_empleo_europa/paises/belgi
ca/empleo_belgica.html

